WE are technology.

Integrating the intuitive human touch with cutting-edge technology, **STENOGRAPHIC REPORTERS** capture and preserve a verbatim record as a result of years of specialized training and education.

*Technology*: Science of craft, skill, cunning of hand; the collection of techniques, skills, methods, used in the production of services or in the accomplishment of objectives, such as creating a verbatim instant record

- ✔ **Stenographers** can provide realtime text streams to parties both on site and attending legal proceedings remotely
- ✔ Produce instant rough drafts
- ✔ Certify same- or next-day final transcripts
- ✔ Read back testimony at proceedings
- ✔ Using technology, **stenographers** can cover proceedings on site or remotely all over the world
- ✔ Capture verbatim testimony at speeds of up to 280 words per minute
- ✔ Provide closed captioning services for live events, such as sports, news, and emergency broadcasts during natural disasters
- ✔ Provide realtime text on site at schools and other forums to assist the deaf or hard of hearing
- ✔ Proceedings can be produced in multiple formats to complement litigation support software
- ✔ **Stenographic notes** of a proceeding can be synced with live video to create impactful moments during trial

Stenographers are TECHNOLOGY!
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National Court Reporters Association  
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